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Introduction
The purpose of this document is to describe and define the controls in use by the Informatics board to
accurately assess whether the national data opt-out needs to be applied and the manner in which it will
be applied.
Appendix D of this document provider colleagues with key messages and pathway for patients about
the National Data Opt-Out (NDOO).
Ownership
The Information Governance team is responsible for this policy and that regular reviews and
updates are undertaken as appropriate.
The Information Assurance Director (Data Protection Officer) is responsible for ensuring that this policy
meets our legal obligations of data protection and confidentiality.
The Information Assurance Director is responsible for implementing the processes contained within this
policy as part of their obligation to process patient data within our health and social care contracts.
Definitions and Terms
Definitions
Term

Definition

National Data Opt-Out

Means the mechanism which allows a person to exercise their
right to decide whether to allow their personal confidential
information to be used for purposes beyond their direct care.

Confidential
Patient Information

Means the data that the NDOO applies to. Confidential Patient
Information is information which identifies or is likely to identify
an individual, and the individual is owed an obligation of
confidence and conveys some information about the physical or
mental health or condition of an individual; their diagnosis, and
/or their treatment.
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Acronyms
Acronym

Term

NDOO

National Data Opt-Out

CPI

Confidential Patient Information

ISN

Information Standard Notification

MESH

Message Exchange for Social Care and Health

PDS

Personal Demographics Service

EIA

Equalities Impact Assessment

PHE

Public Health England

ONS

Office for National Statistics

SUS

Secondary Uses Service

CAG

Confidentiality Advisory Group

Document Scope
This document details what the national data opt-out is, how patients can use it, how it applies to us, and
how and when it will be honoured and implemented. It is intended as a single resource for the organisation
to reference to show how we are meeting our legal obligations in relation to the nationaldata opt-out.
National Data Opt-Out Procedure
Setting an Opt-Out
Any person registered on the NHSPDS and therefore in receipt of a valid NHS Number is able to set a
national data opt-out. A child may opt-out from the age of 13. Children under 13 or who lack capacity
are not able to set an opt-out themselves. In these cases, those who have a legal relationship with the
person may set their opt-out on their behalf by proxy.
A person can opt-out in any of the following ways:
•

Online via the national data opt-out service website (excludes proxy)

•

Printing a paper copy of the form from the website and posted.

•

Via telephoning the national helpline

•

Via the NHS App when it becomes available.
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A person’s NDOO is stores against their individual record on the NHS Digital Spine against their
NHS Number.
The national data opt-out is based on a single question that covers all uses of data beyond
individual care. Individuals are provided with information about the national data opt-out to
enable them to make an informed decision and are required to verify their identity prior to being
presented with the opt-out question:
Your confidential patient information can be used for improving health, care and services, including:
planning to improve health and care services
research to find a cure for serious illnesses
Your decision will not affect your individual care and you can change your mind anytime you like. I
allow my confidential patient information to be used for research and planning
Applicable Data
• Data must originate from within the health and social care system in England in order to be
applicable to the NDOO, and this includes organisations such as our own, which provide
healthor adult social care services in England under contracts with the NHS and Local
Authorities.
• Where we run services which have a mixture of both publicly and privately funded persons such
as in the provision of adult social care; we will extend the NDOO to all persons receiving these
services for ease of processing.
• Where we run health services under the Health and Social Justice contract with applicable
data; persons will be able to opt-out via their health professional.
• Where we have an applicable record relating to more than one individual (for example, in the
case of mother’s information on their babies record and vice versa) it will not be possible to
apply the NDOO against the 3rd party information.
• Where other organisations are acting as data processors on our behalf we will instruct them
to comply with the NDOO.
Exceptions (out of scope for NDOO)
Explicit consent: Where we have gained explicit consent for a specific purpose from individuals
NDOO will not apply.
Communicable diseases: Where the data relates to communicable diseases and is for the
purpose of monitoring or control of disease and risk to public health NDOO will not apply.
Overriding public interest: Where we as Data Controllers have assessed the data, as part of an
overriding public interest test, to be disclosed in the public interest NDOO will not apply.
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Other Legal requirement: Where there is a legal requirement to disclose the information NDOO will
not apply. We will assess any legal requirement aside the common law duty of confidentiality in
such cases.
Invoice validation: Where CPI data is used for invoicing or payment NDOO will not apply. All efforts
will be made to ensure non-identifiable data is used where it is possible.
Risk stratification: Where CPI data is used for risk stratification for case finding (and notplanning)
then NDOO will not apply, as it will be considered direct care provision. Data used for risk
stratification will be anonymised wherever feasible.
National registers: Where CPI is being provided to PHE for the National Cancer Register (PIAG
03(a)/2001) or National Congenital Anomaly and Rare Diseases Register (CAG 10-02(d)/2015) NDOO
will not apply.
Office national statistics: Where CPI is being provided to the ONS for the production of official
statistics NDOO will not apply.
National screening programmes: Where CPI is being provided for participation in National
Screening Programmes endorsed by UK National Screening Committee NDOO will not apply.
Specific surveys: Where CPI is being provided to the National Cancer Patient Experience Survey
(CPES) and CQC NHS Patient Survey Programme NDOO will not apply.
Where CPI we have submitted to NHS Digital is returned without additional CPI information, NDOO
will not apply; for example, SUS data.
Where CPI is being provided about people with learning disabilities and/or autism who are in
hospital for their mental health or due to challenging behaviour, disclosed under approval via
Assuring Transformation: Enhanced Quality Assurance Process Data Flow (CAG 8-02 (a-c)/2014)
NDOO will not apply as this operates a separate opt-out mechanism.
Where CPI is being provided to NHS Digital as required under Section 259 of the Health and Social
Care Act 2012 following a mandatory request, or a Direction by the Secretary of State or NHS
England NDOO will not apply.
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Applying the national data opt-out
The criteria used to assess whether the data we are disclosing and using is included in APPENDIX A
For all other applicable CPI data flows we will use NHS Digital’s Check of National Data Opt-Outs Service
in the following way:
o For one off or infrequent returns we will submit a cohort of NHS Numbers which will be stripped of
individuals who have opted-out and a ‘cleaned’ list returned to us. This cleaned list will be mapped
back to the fields in the return and the return made.
o For frequent returns we will, every month, submit the full population of our Business
Units/Clinical Systems and store the cleaned return in a table within our data warehouse for
referencing when making applicable returns. It is understood that the latest NDOO must be
applied at the point of disclosing the data, but that changes to individual NDOO can take up to
21 days to be applied to the Spine record and therefore this should ensure we run a limited risk
of disclosure for an individual who has subsequently changed their NDOO.
o The whole record and all data pertaining to an individual which has opted out will be removed
from applicable datasets, not just those data items which are deemed CPI.
o No additional processes will be employed to trace and validate NHS Numbers for the purpose
of NDOO outside of existing good practice employed by the organisation.
o Storage of cleaned lists will be held securely, in a separate table and accessed only by individuals
processing data for the purpose of providing information returns.
o We will not explicitly identify individuals who have opted-out of NDOO
o We will not store the NDOO on individual patient records
o We will not provide NDOO for individuals to health and care professionals involved intheir care
o New data flows or requirements which are for uses other than direct patient care will be
assessed against the requirements of NDOO and absorbed into this policy and procedure. This
will be managed with a formal sign-off by the Information Governance Team.
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The following is a visual representation of how the NDOO will be applied.

Communicating to our Service-Users
It is important that individuals are aware of what their rights are with regards to how their CPI
(Confidential Patient Information) is used and that we inform individuals on how we use their
information in accordance with our legal obligations.
To support this our Privacy Notice(s) are updated as detailed in APPENDIX B
We will notify colleagues of the NDOO via the staff briefing signposting them to materials they can produce
for their service-users.
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Appendix A Assessment Criteria
Q

Assessment Criteria

Action

1

Is the use or disclosure confidential patient information?

2

Is the use of disclosure for individual care or research and
planning?

3

Do you have explicit consent for the use or disclosure?

4

Is the disclosure for the purpose of monitoring and control of
communicable disease or other risks to public health?
Is the use or disclosure in the overriding public interest?

Yes = Go to Q2
No = Not Applicable to NDOO
Individual Care = Not Applicable
Research & Planning = Go to
Q3
Yes = Not Applicable to NDOO
No = Go to Q4
Yes = Not Applicable to NDOO
No = Go to Q5
Yes = Not Applicable to NDOO
No = Go to Q6
Yes = Not Applicable to NDOO
No = Go to Q7
Yes = Check the Policy to see
exemptions
No = Go to Q8
Yes = Check that it has to be
CPI, if not then anonymise, if so
Not Applicable to NDOO
No = Go to Q9
Yes = Subject to NDOO unless
CAG determine otherwise
No = Subject to NDOO

5
6
7

Is the information being disclosed because of a legal
requirement?
Is the use or disclosure to a national or arms-length body?

8

Is the use or disclosure to support payment and invoice
validation?

9

Is the legal basis for the use or disclosure Section 251
approval?
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Appendix B Privacy Notice Addition
How the NHS and care services use your information
Whenever you use a health or care service, such as attending Accident & Emergency or using
Community Care services, important information about you is collected in a patient record for that
service. Collecting this information helps to ensure you get the best possible care and treatment. The
information collected about you when you use these services can also be used and provided to other
organisations for purposes beyond your individual care, for instance to help with:
• improving the quality and standards of care provided
• research into the development of new treatments
• preventing illness and diseases
• monitoring safety
• planning services

This may only take place when there is a clear legal basis to use this information. All these uses help to
provide better health and care for you, your family and future generations. Confidential patient
information about your health and care is only used like this where allowed by law.
Most of the time, anonymised data is used for research and planning so that you cannot be identified in
which case your confidential patient information isn’t needed.
You have a choice about whether you want your confidential patient information to be used in this way.
If you are happy with this use of information you do not need to do anything. If you do choose to opt out
your confidential patient information will still be used to support your individual care.
To find out more or to register your choice to opt out, please visit www.nhs.uk/your-nhs-datamatters. On this web page you will:
•

See what is meant by confidential patient information

•

Find examples of when confidential patient information is used for individual care and examplesof
when it is used for purposes beyond individual care

•

Find out more about the benefits of sharing data

•

Understand more about who uses the data

•

Find out how your data is protected

•

Be able to access the system to view, set or change your opt-out setting

•

Find the contact telephone number if you want to know any more or to set/change your opt-outby
phone
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•

See the situations where the opt-out will not apply
You can also find out more about how patient information is used at:
https://digital.nhs.uk/services/national-data-opt-out
You can change your mind about your choice at any time.
Data being used or shared for purposes beyond individual care does not include your data being
shared with insurance companies or used for marketing purposes and data would only be used in
this way with your specific agreement.
Health and care organisations have until March 2022 to put systems and processes in place so
they can be compliant with the national data opt-out and apply your choice to any confidential
patient information they use or share for purposes beyond your individual care. Our
organisation is compliant with the national data opt-out policy.
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Appendix C Technical Set-Up (for Information Governance Team only)
Set up MESH
The service uses MESH to allow users to send a data file containing a list of patient NHS numbers to be
checked against the Spine repository, where information about national data opt-outs is stored. The
service then uses MESH to send back an updated version of the data file with the NHS numbers of those
who have opted out removed.

MESH can be accessed using the MESH client, the most widely-used option, or through systems that
have been integrated using the MESH API. This guidance tells you how to set up and configure the
MESH client, and how to use the service to check for national data opt-outs.
Set up an additional MESH mailbox (existing MESH users only)
If you decide to use a new mailbox with an existing client, you need to edit the MESH configuration
file, meshclient.cfg, which will be in the directory and folder where the MESH client has been installed.
Add a new client section by including the following code in the configuration file:
<Client>
<ClientIdentity>mailbox name</ClientIdentity>
<ClientAuthentication>authentication key</ClientAuthentication>
<MailboxType>MESH</MailboxType>
<InterfaceRoot>C:\MESH-DATA-HOME\Mailbox2</InterfaceRoot>
<CollectReport>Y</CollectReport>
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<TransferReport>Y</TransferReport>
<PollReport>N</PollReport>
<SaveSent>Y</SaveSent>
</Client>
Enter the mailbox name and authentication key you were sent when your MESH mailbox was set up.
Make sure the location in the InterfaceRoot field matches the directory location where the MESH
client has been installed, and ensure a corresponding folder is created in the root directory location.
See an example of a multi mailbox configuration file
Use the service: guidance on how to prepare, send and receive your files
Once you have configured MESH, you can use it to send lists of NHS numbers to be checked and
receive amended lists back.
Creating data and control files
To send a set of NHS numbers to the Check for National Data Opt-outs service via MESH, you need to
create two paired files. These are:
•

.dat file – the data file containing the list of NHS numbers that need to be checked

•

.ctl file – the control file that contains the information required to identify, transmit and
audit the data file

The paired files must have exactly the same name, apart from their respective extensions.
You can use any text editor, including Notepad or WordPad, to create or edit the files.
Outbound data file (.dat)
This file must only contain a list of NHS numbers separated by a comma and followed by a carriage
return. Including any other details will stop the file being processed. Files created with a .csv
extension type can be renamed to a .dat file.
See an example of a data file containing dummy NHS Numbers
Outbound control file (.ctl)
This file tells the MESH server to transfer the .dat file to the Check for National Data Opt-outs service.
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SPINE_NTT_UPHOLDING is the workflow identifier for this service. You must copythisexactly to the
workflow identifier (WorkflowId) tag, as shown in the example .ctl file below.
The control file must match the format of the following example, with the item highlighted in bold
replaced with your own organisation’s details. Without these changes your file will not be successfully
delivered and processed.
<DTSControl>
<Version>1.0</Version>
<AddressType>DTS</AddressType>
<MessageType>Data</MessageType>
When the MESH client is installed the following default file system directory/folder structure is
created. The location of the directory will be dependent upon how the MESH client has been installed
at your location.
<MESH-DATA-HOME>
\FAILED
\IN
<WorkflowId>SPINE_NTT_UPHOLDING</WorkflowId>
<To_DTS>X26HC036</To_DTS>
<From_DTS>XXXXXXX</From_DTS>
<Subject>NDOP Response</Subject>
<LocalId>EXAMPLENDOP-14122018-0001</LocalId>
<Compress>Y</Compress>
<AllowChunking>Y</AllowChunking>
<Encrypted>N</Encrypted>
</DTSControl>
The FromDTS field should contain your organisation's mailbox ID. You should provide a value for the
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Local Identifier (LocalId) tag in the .ctl file(s) particularly if you're sending lots of different files.
Filesreturned by the service will contain the same LocalId so that you can match returned files with
theoriginal source files.
The code <AllowChunking>Y</AllowChunking> tells MESH to allow large files to be processed in
20Mb chunks. Without this configuration value in the .ctl file, a file larger than 100 Mb will make
the transfer fail.
Naming the data and control files
Data files submitted to MESH must have unique filenames, so that they can be tracked if there are any
issues.
A suggested format to follow is to use your mailbox ID followed by a hyphen then day, month and year
of the date the file is produced followed by a hyphen and then a 4-digit sequence number to show what
order that file has been produced in that month.
So, for example for an organisation with MESH mailbox id NCPTA53 that had produced a file on 7
February 2020 which was the fifth file produced that month, the file names would be:
•

NCPTA53-070220-0005.dat

•

NCPTA53-070220-0005.ctl

Sending files to the checking service with MESH
\OUT
\SENT
\TEMP
\TEMP\RCV
Place your correctly named and configured files together in your MESH OUT folder (put the data file
in first if moving them individually).
If the MESH client has not been set to automatically run (if it's not in the start-up services enabled
on your computer) then after placing the files in the OUT folder you will need to run the MESH
Client.
Timescales
How long it will take to get the processed file back depends on how often the MESH client is configured
to connect to the mailbox - this is referred to as 'polling'. By default, this is set up to be every 30
minutes, but you can change this in the meshclient.cfg file. Changing the PollPeriod value will change
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how often the MESH client connects, so <PollPeriod>40</PollPeriod> will result in the MESH client
returned by the service will contain the same LocalId so that you can match returned files with the
original source files.
The code <AllowChunking>Y</AllowChunking> tells MESH to allow large files to be processed in
20Mb chunks. Without this configuration value in the .ctl file, a file larger than 100 Mb will make
the transfer fail.
Naming the data and control files
Data files submitted to MESH must have unique filenames, so that they can be tracked if there are any
issues.
A suggested format to follow is to use your mailbox ID followed by a hyphen then day, month and year
of the date the file is produced followed by a hyphen and then a 4-digit sequence number to show what
order that file has been produced in that month.
So, for example for an organisation with MESH mailbox id NCPTA53 that had produced a file on 7
February 2020 which was the fifth file produced that month, the file names would be:
•

NCPTA53-070220-0005.dat

•

NCPTA53-070220-0005.ctl

Sending files to the checking service with MESH
\OUT
\SENT
\TEMP
\TEMP\RCV
Place your correctly named and configured files together in your MESH OUT folder (put the data file
in first if moving them individually).
If the MESH client has not been set to automatically run (if it's not in the start-up services enabled
on your computer) then after placing the files in the OUT folder you will need to run the MESH
Client.
Timescales
How long it will take to get the processed file back depends on how often the MESH client is configured
to connect to the mailbox - this is referred to as 'polling'. By default, this is set up to be every 30
minutes, but you can change this in the meshclient.cfg file. Changing the PollPeriod value will change
how often the MESH client connects, so <PollPeriod>40</PollPeriod> will result in the MESH client
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checking every 40 minutes.
The Check for National Data Opt-outs Service is also set to ‘poll’ every 30 minutes to collect new files to
be checked and to provide updated files back to the MESH client. This can mean that if the polling times
have not been changed it could take up to 1 hour to get a processed file back after you send it.
However, we don't recommend shortening the polling time unless you use the service more than once a
day.
Housekeeping
Once data files are sent via MESH, both the control and data files are automatically copied into the
SENT folder. It is the responsibility of your organisation to manage the SENT folder and provide the
necessary housekeeping to move, delete or archive these files as required.
Check for failed transfers
If a control file has been completed incorrectly it will be moved to the FAILED folder along with the
respective data file. You should check this folder periodically for files that could not be sent via MESH.
Status of files sent to the checking service through MESH
Unlike some other services which use MESH to submit files, you will not receive a delivery status update
file from MESH - just a processed data file.
If you need to check on the delivery status of any files submitted via MESH, you can either:
•

contact the National Service Desk

•

apply for an account to track and trace files sent using MESH by using the MESH Online Enquiry
Service (MOLES).

Receiving files from the checking service through MESH
Files sent back from the service will be placed in the IN folder, along with an updated control file.
Successful transactions
Provided the service has been able to process the file successfully, it will send back a data file with an
updated list of NHS numbers - with any that had a national data opt-out recorded removed from the
list. This will be placed in the IN folder along with an updated control file. The control file will include a
status record which confirms the transfer of the file back to the organisation, for example:
<DTSControl>
<Version>1.0</Version
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<AddressType>DTS</AddressType>
<MessageType>Data</MessageType>
<WorkflowId>SPINE_NTT_UPHOLDING</WorkflowId>
<To_DTS>XXXXXXX</To_DTS> *Your mailbox ID
<From_DTS>X26HC036</From_DTS>
<Subject>NDOP Response</Subject>
<LocalId>EXAMPLENDOP-14122018-0001</LocalId> *LocalID provided in outbound ctl file
<StatusRecord> *Information on the status of the data transfer
<DateTime>20180928094223</DateTime>
<Event> TRANSFER </Event>
<Status> SUCCESS </Status>
<StatusCode>00</StatusCode>
<Description> Transferred to recipient mailbox </Description>
</StatusRecord>
</DTSControl>
Error message
If there was something wrong with the file you submitted, you may get a .dat file sent back containing
an error message. Some common ones are listed here, along with what to do when you resubmit the file
to try again. If these error messages persist, or you get one that you don't understand, contact the
National Service Desk via the weblog or call them on 0300 3035035.
FileHasNoContent
Make sure the data file you provided contains only 10-digit NHS Numbers, separated by a ‘,’.
The file has more htan one colum
Make sure the data file you provided contains only a single column of 10-digit NHS Numbers, separated by
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a ‘,’.
The file is missing one or more delimiters
Make sure the data file you provided is comma delimited - each NHS number should be followed by a
',' including the last one on the list. See the example .dat file.
The file contains one or more invalid NHS numbers
Make sure the NHS numbers provided are all 10-digits and just consist of numbers.
Failing to receive a file back
If you don't get a file back, check the file has gone from the OUT folder and been copied to the SENT
folder. If no:
•

check the MESH client is running

•

check the polling period hasn't been changed in the meshclient.cfg file

•

check your FAILED folder in case the file was not set up correctly and could not be transferred

If yes:
•

check whether any automated processes could be deleting files before you have a chance to
collect them

If the problem persists, contact the National Service Desk via the weblog or call them on 0300 3035035.
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Appendix D Guidance for colleagues and patients
Guidance for colleagues understanding the National Data Opt-Out
Guidance on understanding the national data opt out can be found here:
Resources for colleagues and patients
Patients can find out more and set their opt-out choice at nhs.uk/your-nhs-data-matters.
Health and care staff can download leaflets, posters and other resources to use when informing
patients.
How opt-outs are recorded
When a patient sets an opt-out choice, it is recorded against their NHS number on the Spine. It
will remain unless the patient changes their mind, even after they have died.
Read more about how NHS Digital records and manages opt-out choices.
Who must comply with the policy
When a patient has set a national data opt-out, organisations covered by the opt-out policy must
make sure the patient's opt-out choice is respected. The national data opt-out covers confidential
patient information collected about care in England. This includes:
•

publicly-funded, commissioned or coordinated health and adult social care

•

private care given in NHS settings

Which data disclosures do national data opt-outs apply to?
National data opt-outs apply to a disclosure when an organisation, for example a research body,
confirms they have approval from the Confidentiality Advisory Group (CAG) for the disclosure of
confidential patient information held by another organisation responsible for the data (the data
controller) such as an NHS Trust or a Clinical Partnership entity.
The CAG approval is also known as a section 251 approval and refers to section 251 of the National
Health Service Act 2006 and its current Regulations, the Health Service (Control of Patient Information)
Regulations 2002. The NHS Act 2006 and the Regulations enable the common law duty of confidentiality
to be temporarily lifted so that confidential patient information can be disclosed without the data
controller being in breach of the common law duty of confidentiality.
In practice, this means that the organisation responsible for the information (the data controller) can, if
they wish, disclose the information to the data applicant, for example a research body, without being in
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breach of the common law duty of confidentiality. To be clear - it is only in these cases where opt- outs
apply.
Read more information about CAG and the section 251 approvals process on the Health Research.
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